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Introduction 
Components of our research:

● Adjusting standard models and varying 
parameters

● Macroscopic models
● Applying data assimilation schemes
● Running DA on simulated conditions 
● Running DA on real life scenarios
● Parameter estimation 



Microscopic Models
These models deal with the direct interaction 
between a single car and the others around it. 

Tracks density, velocity and headway

Our scenario was on a ring road of length L 
with a fixed amount of cars



The Optimal Velocity Model

ρn=position of the nth car on a ring track
δ=driver reaction time
vo=common velocity of all cars
sn=individual target headway 

V(x)=tanh(x)



One of the adjustments...

sbar=optimal headway
α=reaction time of driver n
β=reaction strength of driver n





The First Order System

dn

● dn is offset from free flow
● Difference between target and optimal headway
● Measure of traffic volume



The First Order System



Stability Diagrams



Results 
● In regions of traffic jam stability, a few drivers 

with low beta values can dissipate highly 
jammed traffic resulting in free-flow.

● Similar results occur with variation in alpha 
values

● The reverse situation: Do a few bad drivers 
destabilize free-flow?
○ The answer is no.  A system is unlikely to 

destabilize with the alteration of a few 
parameters.





Macroscopic Model
Considers modeling traffic flow as an entity and 
tracks the density. 

Some prototypes include the use of gas kinetic 
theory and fluid dynamics. 



The Lighthill-Whitham Model

● Uses conservation 
laws to express the 
relationship between 
the density and flux.

● Linear velocity function
● We added viscosity



Data Assimilation 
What is a filter?

Two types we used:
● Ensemble-Kalman (non-linear)
● Particle (non-Gaussian)



What We Need for EnKF
1. Initial guess to prior distribution of x0

a. Assumed to be Gaussian

2. A description of how each state is advanced 
forward 
a. Our model!



What we need for EnKF
3. Observations over the assimilation time

● Assume we have some noisy observations 
available at discrete time tk

● Ek here is the observation noise, which is 
assumed to be Gaussian with mean 0 and 
standard deviation 



What we need for EnKF
4. A description of how the observations relate 

to the state x.

From a Bayesian 
standpoint we are 
interested in finding the 
posterior distribution of 
a state given 
observations up to time 
K. 



How ENKF works
● Generate an initial ensemble
● Forecasting step:

o Run model forward 
o Calculate sample mean and covariance

● Analysis Step:
o Calculate Kalman-Gain Matrix
o Apply Kalman Gain Matrix to adjust model 

● Repeat
● We also included localization and inflation to improve 

the filter





The Particle Filter
● Unlike EnKF, it assigns a weight to each 

ensemble member that is moved forward in 
time instead of the ensemble members 
themselves

● Does not require Gaussian distributions



Simulated Scenarios
● Moving construction Zone
● Stationary Construction Zone
● Traffic Light
● Source/Sink
● Combinations of these



Real World Application
● Constructed 3 strips of road using data from 

the MNDOT

● Implimented both EnKF and Particle Filters 
and compared to raw model





Results



Works in Progress...
● Comparing filtering techniques on diverse 

traffic conditions.  So far we have:
o The position of the sensors on the road impacts the efficacy of 

the EnKF for a traffic light. (Best farther away)
o The position of the sensors does not affect the efficacy of the 

PF for s traffic light. 
o Parameter estimation with the EnKF works best in a stationary 

construction zone but can often fail in a moving construction 
zone.



Future Work
● Apply DA to higher order models
● Adjust parameter estimation 
● Adaptive inflation
● Alpha and beta values not in free flow 

regime and parameter estimation of these
● Global analysis
● Adjusting localization matrix



Questois

Questions?


